Benzoxazinoids - protective secondary metabolites in cereals: The role and application
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Summary: Benzoxazinoids (BXs) are secondary plant metabolites that provide innate defence against a plethora of pest and pathogens. They are identified both in monocots, namely grasses, and in several families of dicots. Among crops, BXs are best characterised in wheat, maize and rye. These natural pesticides own inhibitory effects on weeds, insects, plant pathogenic fungi, bacteria and nematodes. Besides, BXs demonstrated the ability to suppress production of mycotoxins, mitigate negative effects of microelement deficiency and toxicity and attract plant beneficial bacteria in the rhizosphere. Here, we summarise benefits and possible applications of these allelochemicals in pest control, which may be of special interest for production systems based on reduction or elimination of pesticides, such as integrated pest management or organic farming. In the light of it, we discuss possible limitations and risks of BX application that are worth considering. Finally, we refer to available germplasm with high BX level that can be exploited as a source of resistance in cereal breeding programmes.
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Many benefits of benzoxazinoids

Benzoxazinoids (BXs) are secondary metabolites in some grasses and dicot families that have been well-known for their antifungal, antibacterial, insecticidal, antifeedant and phytotoxic properties. The beneficial role of BXs is also reflected in their ability to inhibit mycotoxins, alleviate detrimental effects of microelement toxicity, increase micronutrient availability and attract beneficial microorganisms in the plant rhizosphere. Due to the economic importance of the agricultural crops, these natural pesticides have been in detailed studied in cereal species, such as maize (Zea mays L.), wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) and rye (Secale cereale L.).

The BXs showed inhibitory activity against a range of weed species. 2,4-dihydroxy-7-methoxy-2H-1,4-benzoxazin-3(4H)-one (DIMBOA) and 6-methoxybenzoxazolin-2-one (MBOA) from root exudates of allelopathic wheat suppressed root growth of wild oat (Avena fatua L.) (Perez, 1990), white mustard (Sinapis alba L.) (Belz & Hurle, 2005) and annual ryegrass Lolium rigidum Gaudin (Huang et al., 2003). In contrast to BXs from wheat root exudates, natural BXs from rye mulch did not exhibit any weed suppression (Tabaglio et al., 2008). In maize, however, methyl jasmonate-induced biosynthesis and accumulation of DIMBOA had allelopathic effect on barnyard grass (Echinochloa crusgalli L.), repressing the weed root growth (Wang et al., 2007).

DIMBOA is involved in maize plant resistance to many boring lepidopteran insects, most notably to the first-brood European corn borer (Ostrinia nubilalis Hübner, ECB) (Cardinal et al., 2006). Several mapping studies detected quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for O. nubilalis and O. furnacalis Guenée resistance, linking them to natural variation in BXs (Jampatong et al., 2002; Krakowsky et al., 2004; Xia et al., 2010). Moreover, positive correlations between larval mortality of the stalk corn borer Sesamia nonagrioides Lef. and BX concentrations in different maize lines were observed (Niemeyer, 2009). Some maize pests, such as Spodoptera littoralis Boisdulu and Spodoptera frugiperda J.E. Smith, developed a mechanism for detoxication DIMBOA via glycosylation, making this constitutive defence compound ineffective. As a response, maize host plants evolved other mechanisms of resistance against these pests, relying upon strong deterrent activity of 2-hydroxy-4,7-dimethoxy-1,4-benzoxazin-3-one (HDMBOA) (Glauser et al., 2011), and thus preventing the maize immunity to be overridden. Maize defence response to caterpillar feeding is very fast, within a single hour the genes regulating conversion of DIMBOA-glucoside to HDMBOA-glucoside and/or 2,4-dihydroxy-7,8-dimethoxy-1,4-benzoxazin-3-one (DIM$_2$BOA) glucoside are expressed (Tzin et al., 2017).

The protective role of DIMBOA was also found to be effective against aphids (Ahmad et al., 2011; Meihls et al., 2013). The importance of resistance to aphids is even greater considering that many aphid species are vectors of cereal viruses. For example, the bird cherry-oat aphid Rhopalosiphum padi L. is known to be a vector of barley yellow dwarf virus, a disease that causes significant losses in maize, wheat, barley, oat (Avena sativa L.) and other cereals. When added to artificial diets, DIMBOA reduced the survival, reproduction and feeding of aphids (Cambier et al., 2001). DIMBOA inhibits the activities of esterases and glutathione transferase in aphids disabling them to metabolise insecticides with these enzymes, thus, making them more susceptible to chemical treatments (Mukanganyama et al., 2003). Interestingly, the callose formation triggered by DIMBOA was more efficient mechanism in aphid defence than direct toxicity of DIMBOA or HDMBOA (Meihls et al., 2013). Besides, wheat plants treated with jasmonic acid had elevated concentrations of DIMBOA, which inhibited development of aphids Sitobion avenae Fabricius (Yin et al., 2005).
The BXs confer maize resistance to several pathogenic fungi such as *Setosphaeria turcica* (Luttrel) Leonard & Suggs (Ahmad et al., 2011; Rostás, 2007), northern corn leaf blight (*Helminthosporium turcicum* Pass.), Stenocarpella ear rot (*Stenocarpella maydis* (Berkeley) Sutton) (Niemeyer, 1988a), *Fusarium verticillioides* (Sacc.) Nirenberg (Glen et al., 2002), pathogenic bacteria *Erwinia* spp. (Corcuer et al., 1978) and other plant pathogens (Basse, 2005). Ahmad et al. (2011) found that extracellular DIMBOA could induce callose formation and *Bt* gene expression reducing the percentage of spores and hyphal length of *S. turcica*. In an intercropping system of maize and pepper (*Capsicum annuum* L.), the BXs inhibiting the pepper soil-borne pathogen *Phytophthora capsici* Leonian were isolated from maize root exudates (Yang et al., 2014). Moreover, the treatment of maize root with elicitors from *P. capsici* and pepper root exudates elevated the level of *Bt* genes expression and BXs concentration in maize roots and shoots and suppressed the maize pathogen *Bipolaris maydis* (Y. Nisik. & C. Miyake) Shoemaker (Ding et al., 2015). Like maize pests, certain pathogens also developed resistance to some BXs. Maize smut (*Ustilago maydis* (DC.) Corda), for example, is resistant to DIMBOA, but susceptible to MBOA, since the fungus could enzymatically degrade the former, but not the latter (Basse, 2005). In wheat, DIMBOA repressed the expression of genes encoding mycotoxin trichothecone synthesis and conferred resistance to Fusarium head blight (*Fusarium graminearum* Schwabe) (Etzerodt et al., 2011; Soltoft et al., 2008) and take-all (*Gaeumannomyces graminis* var. *tritici* J. Walker) (Gordon-Weeks et al., 2010).

The toxicity of DIMBOA, 2,4-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoazin-3-one (DIBOA), MBOA and 2-benzoazolin-2(3H)-one (BOA) to the second-stage juveniles of nematode *Meloidogyne incognita* (Kofoid & White) Chitwood and DIMBOA and DIBOA to juvenile and the adult stages of *Xiphinema americanum*-group was demonstrated in the study of Zasada et al. (2005). However, only the DIBOA concentrations in soil of 18 mg g⁻¹ dry soil were sufficient to suppress *M. incognita* due to microbial degradation and soil binding of DIBOA (Meyer et al., 2009). This was a reason why introducing DIBOA into the soil via rye cover crop incorporation as a method to control plant-parasitic nematodes did not achieve satisfactory effects (Meyer et al., 2009).

Another role of BXs is that they act as strong chelating agents or, more specifically, phytosiderophores, plant chelating compounds that have high affinity to binding micronutrients, such as iron, zinc, copper and manganese (Dakora & Phillips, 2002). Benzoazinoids bind to Fe²⁺ to form Fe³⁺-phytosiderophores, increasing this micronutrient availability to plants and thus mitigating iron deficiency (Bais et al., 2006). The application of DIMBOA-iron and DIBOA-iron chelates to iron-deficient maize and oat seedlings withdrew chlorotic symptoms (Petho, 1993). Besides, the ability of DIMBOA from maize root exudates to bind aluminium in soil by chelation protected maize from aluminium toxicity (Poschenrieder et al., 2005).

Moreover, DIMBOA in maize root exudates proved to play an important role in attracting the plant beneficial bacteria *Pseudomonas putida* in the crop rhizosphere and balancing the ratio of naturally competing microorganisms in soil to the plant’s benefit, especially in its young vulnerable stages (Neal et al., 2012). In addition, DIMBOA affects growth promotion by stimulating auxin-induced elongation of maize coleoptiles (Park et al., 2001). As an illustration of a complex plant-microbe interactions in relation to allelopathic compounds, it was found that the soil fungus *Actinomucor elegans* (Eidam) C.R. Benj. & Hesselt could colonize the roots of the weed *Abutilon theophrasti* Medik. in the presence of tryptophan, protecting it against BOA and its toxic derivates (Kia et al., 2014).

The BXs were found to be involved in plant priming, a defence mechanism initiated by an external stimulus that triggers physiological processes in the plant enabling it to more swiftly and efficiently enhance resistance after exposure to abiotic or biotic stress (Frost,
Inoculation of maize roots with the arbuscular mycorrhizal fungus *Glomus mosseae* (T.H. Nicolson & Gerd.) Gerd. & Trappe primed elevated defence response to sheath blight *Rhizoctonia solani* J.G. Kühn by initiating higher level of DIMBOA accumulation in roots and leaves (Song et al., 2011). Furthermore, root attacks of the western corn rootworm (*Diabrotica virgifera virgifera* LeConte) induced abscisic acid (ABA) priming for increased concentration of DIMBOA in aboveground parts and enhanced resistance to lepidoptera *S. littoralis* and pathogenic fungus *S. turcica* (Erb et al., 2009). Moreover, leaf infiltration with defence elicitor chitosan enhanced the accumulation of DIMBOA and HDMBOA (Ahmad et al., 2011). The research of Neal and Ton (2013) revealed that priming jasmonic acid-dependent genes, involved in maize defence by root colonization with *P. putida*, was possible only in plants that produced BXs. The plant hormone jasmonic acid was proved to stimulate biosynthesis of DIMBOA (Zheng et al., 2008), which, besides its allelopathic properties, also acted as a signal to activate other defence mechanisms (Meihls et al., 2013). Santiago et al. (2017) found that after maize leaves disruption by *S. nonagrioides* and exposure to methyl-jasmonate, maize plants triggered reactions that converted all DIMBOA-glucoside, which aglycone form can be detoxified by insects, to HDMBOA-glucoside, which aglycone form had strong deterrent activity and cannot be detoxified.

Finally, BXs demonstrated the ability to suppress production of mycotoxins. Strong inhibition of trichothecene mycotoxin accumulation in wheat grain produced by Fusarium head blight wheat pathogen was attributed to DIMBOA, which suppressed synthesis of a transcription factor that regulates trichothecene biosynthesis (Etzerodt et al., 2015). DIMBOA inhibited mycotoxin 15-acetyldeoxynivalenol produced by *F. graminearum* in wheat (Etzerodt et al., 2015), while 4-acetyl-benzoxazolin-2-one (4-ABOA) suppressed 3-acetyldeoxynivalenol of *Fusarium culmorum* (W.G. Sm.) Sacc. in maize grain (Miller et al., 1996). Interestingly, *Bacillus mojavensis* Roberts, Nakamura & Cohan, a bacterium used for biological control of *F. verticilloides*, could interact with the wheat pathogen and divert usual metabolism of BOA to 2-aminophenoxazin-3-one (APO), a benzoxazinoid highly toxic to *F. verticilloides*, but not to the bacterium (Bacon et al., 2007).

**Benzoxazinoids in crop protection**

Enabling a broad array of resistance mechanisms against a range of pest organisms, BXs have a great potential for crop pest control, especially in resource-conserving agricultural systems. A methodical and thoughtful use of BXs as natural allochemicals could avoid the overuse of less safe pesticides, thus reducing the input costs, preventing accumulation of pesticide residues in food and ecosystems, and reducing overall health and environmental risks. Further health benefits can be reflected in BXs ability to suppress mycotoxins and decrease microelement toxicity. Moreover, as BXs mediate nutrient acquisition and attract plant beneficial bacteria in rhizosphere, their use would facilitate rational application of fertilisers that would minimise nitrate leaching or nitrification losses, micro- or macronutrient deficiency and sustain biological productivity of soils. These benefits are relevant not only for organic agriculture that eschews synthetic pesticides and fertilisers, but also for regenerative agriculture that applies principles of integrated pest management and even for conventional and intensive farming systems.

Some of the practical control measures that could take advantage of BXs properties may include intercropping BX-releasing cereals with other crops, priming cereal resistance by different biological and chemical agents, developing synthetic BX biopesticides and developing new high BXs resistant cultivars. Establishing an intercropping system beneficial for both crop species requires the right choice of species, cultivars and row spacing, as well as the complementary of spatial root distribution and nutrient and water uptake. Such intercroppings would maximise the use of available resources and foster positive interactions
with symbiotic mycorrhizal fungi and plant growth-promoting bacteria attracted by BXs from cereal root exudates. At the same time, it should minimise competition among intercrops and ensure protection against the prevalent pests, pathogens and weeds. Furthermore, intercropping may serve as a suitable environment for priming cereal resistance, such was the case with priming maize resistance against southern corn leaf blight (Bipolaris maydis Y. Nisik & C. Miyake), activated by elicitors from pepper pathogen Phytophthora capsici Leonian or pepper root exudates in maize-pepper intercropping system (Ding et al., 2015). Still, priming could be done by a direct treatment with some natural or synthetic compounds or Pseudomonas-based biopesticides either as a seed treatment, soil drench or foliar spray (Kupferschmied et al., 2013). In addition, natural occurring BXs with pesticidal effects can be isolated and modified to synthetic biochemical pesticides with more bioactive, stable and selective properties that can also quickly breakdown into residuals harmless for the environment. Some considerable results in research of synthetic derivatives of BXs as herbicide models have been achieved (Macias et al., 2010). Ultimately, there is a promising prospect for cereal breeders to explore vast genetic resources for natural variation in BXs in order to develop new resistant varieties with high level and durable effects of BXs, while maintaining high yields and quality.

There are several issues related to BXs that are worth considering before opting for a certain control measure. Those are instability of BXs and their decrease with plant ageing, possible negative effects on non-target organisms, detoxification of BXs by some pathogens and pests, herbicides degradation and putative human health implications. The most effective and most prevalent allelopathic BXs in cereals, DIMBOA and DIBOA, are unstable compounds and spontaneously decompose to MBOA and BOA (Meyer et al., 2009). Moreover, the constitutive concentration of these allelochemicals decreases with time, as plants grow and develop (Cambier et al., 2000), providing inefficient protection in later stages. One such example is the susceptibility of maize to the second generation to ECB, which causes more severe damages to the crop comparing to the first generation. Surprisingly, however, a recent finding elucidated the mechanism for prolonged biosynthesis of DIMBOA in later developmental stages of the maize inbred line Mo17 (Zheng et al., 2015). A cis-element, called DICE, located upstream of Bx1 gene, was found to be required for high DIMBOA content and independent of Bx1 transcription. This finding indicates promising prospect of controlling the BXs expression and using inbred lines with high DIMBOA in later stages of breeding for increased plant resistance.

**Potential risks of benzoazinoids**

A wide range of allopathic activities of BXs against numerous crop pathogens, pests, weeds and other organisms that are evolutionary and genetically distant, may raise some concerns regarding the detrimental effects of BXs on beneficial and non-target organisms. Insufficient research has been conducted to support or reject these concerns. Fuentes-Contreras and Niemeyer (1998) found that DIMBOA suppressed the growth of wheat aphids S. avenae, but also prolonged the period between the egg and larval stages of the beneficial cereal parasitoid Aphidius rhopalosiphi De Stefani Perez. However, it had no significant impact of parasitoid overall survival, pupal developmental time or body mass. Additionally, no negative effects of DIMBOA and its derivatives were observed on tested colembola and carabid beetle species in soil comparing to the reference and control treatments (Idinger et al., 2006). The lack of data on risk of BXs to non-target organisms and natural enemies points out the need for more research on their potential negative effects.

The ability of cereal pathogens to metabolise toxic DIMBOA, DIBOA, MBOA and BOA was determined in several Fusarium species (Saunders & Kohn, 2008). The detoxification of BXs by F. verticillioides was attributed to two fungal genes Fdb1 and Fdb2
(Glenn et al., 2002). Although the strains with mutant non-functional alleles for both loci (fdbl/fdb1) were unable to metabolise BXs, the BXs were not effective enough in providing plant resistance against *F. verticillioides*, suggesting that the pathogen employs other virulence mechanisms (Glenn et al., 2002). It was also demonstrated that wheat pathogenic fungi *G. graminis* var. *graminis* and *G. graminis* var. *tritici* were able to detoxify MBOA and BOA, the former fungus being more efficient and causing more severe symptoms than the latter (Friebe et al., 1998). Since oat cannot produce DIMBOA and DIBOA and its pathogen *G. graminis* var. *avenae* is not able to detoxify either them or their products, MBOA and BOA, it was hypothesised that the ability of a pathogen to metabolise plant antimicrobials determines its host range (Niemeyer, 1988a). Enzymatic detoxification of BXs was observed in several insect species: lepidoptera *S. frugiperda* and *S. littoralis* (Glauser et al., 2011), rice armyworm (*Mythimna separata* Walker) (Sasai et al., 2009) and aphid *S. avenae* (Leszczynski et al., 1992). Detoxification was based on glucosylation (Glauser et al., 2011), although little is known about genes and enzymes involved in the process (Maag et al., 2014). Some specialist herbivores, such as larvae of the western corn rootworm, showed not only tolerance to high BXs level (Alouw et al., 2013; Davis et al., 2000), but recognised DIMBOA from root exudates as feeding stimulus (Robert et al., 2012). Similarly, DIMBOA stimulated feeding of the *S. frugiperda in vitro* bioassays (Rostás, 2007). In contrast to DIMBOA, HDMBOA could not be detoxified via larvae of *Spodoptera* spp. (Glauser et al., 2011; Maag et al., 2014). Moreover, an intermediate product of HDMBOA degradation inhibited the virulence gene expression of soil pathogen *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* (Smith and Townsend) Conn (Maresh et al., 2006). Undoubtedly, HDMBOA certainly deserves more consideration on how to employ its good properties and circumvent its high instability, either as a model for synthetic biochemicals or by other means.

Several studies showed the potential of BXs to hydrolyse herbicides via root exudates. The hydroxamic acids reduced toxicity of thiazine herbicides by hydroxylation (Marcacci et al., 2005; Wenger et al., 2005). Besides, Nicol et al. (1993) found that DIMBOA in maize seedlings reduced median lethal dose of deltamethrin and decreased the insecticide efficiency used to control aphid *S. avenae*. Therefore, the role of BXs in the herbicide degradation can be dual, disadvantageous, as they reduce herbicide efficiency in weeds control, and favourable, in facilitating faster degradation of herbicide residues and eliminating toxicity for the following crop and harmful effects to the environment.

The findings of the studies on the impact of BXs on human health are inconclusive and ambiguous. On one hand, research of Buchmann et al. (2007) suggested that DIMBOA and DIBOA could cause aneuploidy in human-derived liver cells. In the light of their finding, Prinz et al. (2010) raised concerns over the use of wheat sprouts and sprout-derived products in human diet as they detected the highest concentration of DIMBOA (0.04 to 0.47%) in wheat sprouts three days after germination. Curiously enough, quite contrary findings reporting positive effects of BXs on human health were summarised in the review of Adhikari et al. (2015). BXs and their derivatives were associated with reduced cancer risk (Che et al., 2011; Kato et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2010), anti-allergic properties (Poupaert et al., 2005), appetite suppression and weight reduction effects (Rosenfeld & Forsberg, 2009). Recently, a number of studies identified and quantified BXs in commercially available cereal food products and flours, mostly of rye and wheat (Dihm et al., 2017; Hanhineva et al., 2011; Pedersen et al., 2011; Pihlava et al., 2018; Steffansen et al., 2017), all of them referring to BXs as bioactive and human health-promoting compounds. Jensen et al. (2017) studied absorption and metabolism of BXs in humans after the consumption of high- and low-benzoxazinoid diets. They determined peaks in BXs concentration three and 36 hours after consumption in blood and urine, respectively, with a rapid washout from plasma and the
extended excretion through urine. Certainly, further research endeavours are needed for more reliable assessments of the potential health risks or benefits of these compounds.

**Benzoxazinoids in cereal breeding**

Breeding for new cultivars with high BXs content that would provide the crop prolonged protection against a range of pest organisms is a rather appealing, but at the same time a very challenging task. Despite the considerable knowledge and ever-emerging discoveries on genetic background of BXs biosynthesis, little is known about environmental factors controlling BXs production and genotype by environment interaction, the information that are crucial for breeders. Moreover, research on heritability of BXs production is very scarce. To the best of our knowledge, we found a sole estimate of the narrow sense heritability of DIBOA production in rye that was low ($h^2 = 0.18$) on a per plot basis and moderately high ($h^2 = 0.57$) on an entry mean basis; the values similar to estimates for maize yield (Brooks et al., 2012). Assuming sufficient heritability and genetic variation of the trait to exploit the BXs potential, one could follow a general breeding scheme that would include three common stages: prebreeding, breeding and yield field trials (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. A cereal breeding scheme for new cultivars with enhanced BXs content](image)

In the first prebreeding stage, genotypes with high BXs concentration should be looked for among breeding material, genebank collections of landraces, old and modern cultivars and ancestral wild relatives. These genetic resources are of great importance as they can be a valuable source in breeding as donors of favourable $Bx$ alleles either to elite lines or prebreeding populations. Considering a huge number of genetic resources in available collections, screening all of them for high BXs content would be hardly feasible. Analytic quantification of BXs is expensive, time and labour consuming, and therefore not applicable.
for a large number of samples. Thus, a previous knowledge about the genotype resistance, Bx alleles they contain or even other allochemicals (such as flavonoids, phenolics or salicylic acid) that might jointly provide durable resistance, would be of great help. Functional markers associated with BXs production could be used for efficient and reliable identification and selection of germplasm that harbour favourable alleles and allelic combinations for BX content. Moreover, pedigree information could assist breeders in narrowing down the number of genotypes to a level manageable for application of functional markers. To this end, we summarised the research findings in maize and wheat genetic resources that were characterised for BXs content and resistance.

Maize inbred lines varied in BX content depending on their geographical distribution. The inbred lines of tropical origin showed higher content of DHMBOA comparing to DIMBOA, while in modern temperate lines the ratio between these BXs was opposite (Meihls et al, 2013). Three inbred lines, namely Mo17, B97 and M37W, were identified for aphid resistance and high DIMBOA concentration of 1.5 mM or more in later developmental stages (Zheng et al., 2015). The study of Betsiashvili et al. (2015) confirmed that the Mo17 allele caused increased DIMBOA accumulation. Additionally, B97 inbred line was previously assessed as resistant to ECB (Abel et al., 2000). Inbred lines H99 (Cardinal et al., 2006), B49 and CI31A (Klenke et al., 1987) were found to be resistant to the first generation of ECB and the last two inbred lines also had high levels of DIMBOA. Teosinte (Z. mays ssp. parviglumis Ilitis & Doebley), the maize wild ancestor, showed to be more resistant against herbivory than maize (Lange et al., 2014; Takahashi et al., 2012). Moreover, different expression of defence-related genes was observed between teosintes and maize upon infestation with S. frugiperda (Szczepaniiec et al., 2013). Although there were no significant differences in BXs accumulation between wild teosintes and cultivated maize, teosintes and old Mexican maize landraces tend to have higher HDMBOA to DIMBOA ratio and their levels of BXs decline more slowly in comparison to modern maize varieties (Maag et al., 2015).

Wheat cultivars can also differ in the BXs content. Among 42 cultivars from 13 countries worldwide screened for DIMBOA content in 4-5-day-old wheat seedlings, Nicol et al. (1992) found one cultivar from Chile (Quilafen), one from the USA (Malcolm) and four from Pakistan (Faisalabad, Belikh, Rawal and Wadanak) that contained ≥5 mmol kg$^{-1}$ of fresh weight. In the study of Wu et al. (2001), seven out of 58 accessions from the Australian Winter Cereals Collection had DIMBOA content ≥700 mg/kg dry matter in both roots and shoots, namely, Sudan 8 (Sudan), AUS18364 (South Africa), Egret (Australia), Batten (New Zealand), Altar 84 (Mexico), Tasman (Australia) and Khapli (India). The BXs were also reported in the wheat wild relatives T. monococcum L., T. boeoticum Boiss., T. urartu Tumanian ex Gandilyan, Aegilops speltoides Tausch, Ae. squarrosa L. (Nomura et al., 2003, 2007; Niemeyer, 1988b) and wild barley species Hordeum ruschivitzii Bowden, H. flexuosum Nees, H. brachyantherum Nevski, and H. lechleri (Stud.) Schenck (Grün et al., 2005). Gordon-Weeks et al. (2010) reported higher levels DIMBOA in roots in Ae. speltoides and a durum wheat cultivar than in hexaploid wheat and T. monococcum. High levels of DIMBOA in Ae. speltoides and its negative effect on cherry-oat aphids R. padi was determined by Elek et al. (2013). These findings certainly draw attention to the value of wild crop relatives as a source of BXs for enhancing resistance of modern cultivars.

Cereal breeding approaches differ for autogamous (e.g. wheat or barley) and allogamous species (e.g. rye or maize). However, there are some common steps in breeding self-pollinating and cross-pollinating cereals, such as interminging chosen parents, developing homozygous pure lines and inbred lines from the progenies of the crossed parents through generations of inbreeding and selecting the outstanding progenies during inbreeding. Breeding for improved cultivars with high BXs content and resistance to biotic stress could be achieved by 1) the pedigree method, 2) backcrossing a genotype with high BXs content with an elite
line as a recurrent parent or 3) pyramiding favourable BX alleles from multiple parents in a single genotype. These different methods of transferring favourable BX alleles and selecting desired genotypes among progenies can be greatly facilitated by marker assisted selection (MAS). The selected plants should also be screened for disease and/or pest resistance in stress conditions. Regardless of the different attitudes towards GM crops, and with no intention to discuss them here, we ought to mention that in countries where GM regulations advocate this technology, specific gene resistance transfer, overexpression of genes or transcription factors for prolonged BXs synthesis or gene editing might be used for developing new resistant cultivars. In breeding self-pollinating crops, created pure lines can be proceeded to yield testing trials, while breeding cross-pollinating species, such as maize, requires one additional step - testing inbred lines for general and special combining abilities followed by the hybrid development. Ultimately, developed pure lines and hybrids should be tested for yield performance and resistance for prevalent diseases and pests in several locations and during at least two years, after which the best performing ones are chosen for the variety registration.

The benefits and opportunities that could arise from the use of BXs in cultivar improvement or cereal pest management would certainly propel further research on the topic to shed more light on the unresolved questions and propose solutions that would overcome existing and unforeseen hindrances and thus avail routine implementation of BXs in cereal production.

**Conclusion**

As natural allochemicals with a broad scope of biological activities, benzoazinoids have a great potential to be used either directly, extracted and synthetized as new bioactive phytochemicals, or indirectly, in germplasm with an elevated level of BXs concentration efficient for biological control. Considering the economic and environmental benefits, there should be of a great interest in developing strategies for wide and routine use of BXs in crop production. The strategies to overcome limitations that could hamper application of these natural pesticides, as well as to supervise the undesirable effects of their use, should be supported by comprehensive research on genetic and environmental factors controlling BXs production, the interaction of crops and target pest organisms and their complex interrelation to non-target organisms and conditions of the crop-specific agroecosystems.
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